
NATURE CLUB 

Annual report 2019-20 

 

MONTHLY MEETINGS 

 

 We conducted several meetings on monthly basis to evaluate and ensure our work is 

going according to our plan. We conducted many meetings to plan and formulate many new 

schemes. We planned to create an awareness among students by conducting various programmes 

and attract the attention of students towards nature and make them aware about importance of 

eco-friendly atmosphere. 

 

 

KARMASENA 

 We made a ‘Karmasena’ to help nearby farmers. We had informed panchayath member 

about our willingness to work. We created a group of 12 members as karmasena to assist farmers 

and nearby peoples. 

SL.NO NAME CLASS 

1 SAMEER BABU III BBA 

2 ASWATHY III COP 

3 RANJITH II COP 

4 SISIRA III A 

5  VARSHA III COP 

6 ARYA III BBA 

7 ANJANA II BA 

8 AMRITHA III BA 

9 HARIKRISHNAN III BBA 

10 SARISH III COP 

11 HAFIS III CA 

12 VINU III COP 



 

 

CLASSROOM CLEANING 

 

 Calicut University suggest that every Saturday can be used as a dry day to clean 

classrooms by students itself. But we didn’t find it practical so to formulate the concept of green 

campus effectively we form a group under the guidance of Asst. prof. Mrs. Divya to inspect 

classrooms and evaluate each class for maintaining cleanliness. We decided to give prize to the 

best class at the end of the academic year. For that purpose, we visited each class and recorded it 

on monthly basis. We found that the best class of the year was Final BBA. 

 

CAMPUS CLEANING 

 

 Campus cleaning was one of the main area of nature club and make campus fresh. We 

cleaned college campus in every month. We had 5 groups and gave them charge of different 

areas to work effectively. We cleaned campus and planted trees.  

 

GO GREEN AMC 

 

 A series of activities had been conducted by nature club to clean the campus and make 

the campus green. To create campus more eco-friendly, we planned to bring relevant changes in 

our campus. To implement the idea we planned to make three gardens in our campus. The first 

stage is to create an Herbal garden. Then flower garden and finally vegetable garden. The main 

purpose of the three garden is to make campus green and fresh. It can also have a great impact on 

students and their attitude towards nature. 

 By herbal garden, we mean to plant medicinal plants and plants that provide good health 

supplement. Our concept is to create a Greenhouse effect and maintain plants with the help of 

nature club. We have more than hundred students in nature club. So, we can allocate work to 

them for effective formulation of our work. We also planned to make campus free from plastics. 



For this we brought the idea of three ‘R’ theory. We also focusing on waste management and 

water conservation. This concept is a long-term idea that can be done only with the co-operation 

of students. 

 

 

THREE ‘R’ THEORY 

 

 Three ‘R’ Theory is the concept of waste management through reduce, reuse and recycle. 

This theory intended to cut down on the amount of waste we throw away. They conserve natural 

resources, landfill space and energy. We made 3 concrete bin in our campus and painted green, 

blue and black. The green bin is used for collecting food waste and used to make compost. The 

blue bin is used to collect plastics and black bin is used to collect e-waste. 

 

THREE ‘R’ CONCEPT 

 

 

 

PASSION FRUIT SHED 

 

 We made a passion fruit shed in our campus and planted red and yellow passion fruit 

plants and planted in such a way that it can give fruit and shelter to students in the campus. We 

also decided to make a fountain under the passion fruit shed. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OUR FINAL WORK OF WASTE BIN 

 

 

 We had completed the work of waste bin according to the Three R’s theory. Students 

painted titles on the respective bins. 

 



 
 

 

 

FILM FEST 

 

 

 

 Our college union in association with nature club conducted a film festival on 15th 

January 2019. It was based on the theme humanity and nature. The film festival was presented by 

a cultural organisation ‘Dialogue Film Society’. Our honourable principal inaugurated the 

function and Dinesh Babu from Dialogy Films Society gave an introduction to the film festival. 

We played three films. They are; 

10.00 am - Ottayal 

01.00 pm -  Modern Times 

02.00 pm -  Back to home 

 

 

WALL PAINTING 

 



 To attract and motivate students towards the green campus  concept and nature we 

decided to make a wall painting in our campus. We picked talented students to paint and gave 

them support. They made a landscape and placed nature club logo in the center. Our nature club 

members Sooraj, Sagar , Justine and Akhilesh initiated to complete the work. 

 

 Teacher co-ordinators – Asst. Prof. Sudeep and Asst. Prof. Divya. A 

 


